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But, the story is the big win for Black Flag. It's one of the best Assassin's Creed games since the original, and it's a must-play for the time being. I'm looking forward to the rest of the
game. Assassin's Creed IV: Black Flag - Freedom to be the Pirate is an awesome title and I recommend that you consider acquiring it. It's a well done game and I was in love with it from
the minute I got a chance to play. Fans of the series and seasoned action RPG players will instantly enjoy and appreciate the game and be happy that it's definitely not more expensive
than the Assassin's Creed III Premium Edition. Assassin's Creed IV: Black Flag – Freedom to be the Pirate is an amazing game with interesting naval mechanics and storyline. One of the
best so far in the series, where it stands apart from the others is in its intense action and incredible presentation. It might be overpriced at $60, but it's definitely worth owning, at least
for one time. Buy it. There are three major story missions. The first is basically Assassin's Creed III, but you're playing as a Templar, not as Desmond. Then there are two more sequences
that closely follow Black Flag's story, but you're playing as an Assassin, not a Templar. Ubisoft did tweak a bit on the gameplay by allowing you to kill Templars, but they've also added in
some new mechanics that really make each story twist unique. It's a smart mechanic because it makes even the second or third time through it fresh. I like that players can earn points
for different actions at different times. You can earn rewards at any moment during the mission and for any sequence, for example.
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